Table I.2
The social value of the broad version of the end-to-end arguments.
The End-to-End Arguments and Their Relationship to the Internet’s

Pages

Original Architecture
What are the two versions of the end-to-end arguments, and why
should we distinguish between the two?

57–81, 377–379

How have they shaped the Internet’s original architecture?

90–103, 110–112,
373–381

The Effect of the Broad Version on Application Innovation

Pages

How does the broad version affect the cost of developing new
applications?

137–148, 383–387

How does the broad version affect who can develop new applications?
Can innovators with no or little outside funding really produce
successful applications?

204–213
204–213, 300–308,
334–345

How does it affect independent application developers if network
providers can control the applications on their network?
Do network providers have an incentive to discriminate against or
exclude unaffiliated applications?
Does competition among network providers remove this
incentive?
What pricing strategies can network providers follow in a network
where they control the applications?

215–281
218–273
255–264
217–218, 273–280

How does the economic environment for application innovation
change if networks deviate from the broad version?

285–295, 383–387

How do differences in the size and diversity of the innovator pool and
differences in control over application innovation and deployment
affect the overall amount, quality, and type of innovation?
How important is it if innovators other than the network provider
can independently choose their approach to innovation?
How important is user choice for application innovation?

297–351

How do the architectural differences among network architectures that
are based on the broad version or deviate from it, taken together, affect
the overall amount, quality, and type of application innovation under
these architectures?

351–353

The Social Value of Network Architectures Based on the Broad Version

Pages

What are the social benefits associated with the broad version?
How important is application innovation?
How important is user choice?
How does the broad version affect the Internet’s ability to realize
its political, social and cultural potential?

355–365
355–360
349–351, 361–363
364–365

345–348
349–351

What are the social costs associated with the broad version?

365–368

How should we trade off among the social benefits and social costs?

368–371

Do network providers’ private interests diverge from the public
interest?

371–375

Policy Implications

Pages

What do these insights mean for public policy?

218–221, 264,
272–273, 387–392

Should legislators mandate compliance with the broad version?

388
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